Family Law Online offers family law professionals full access to the full suite of Bloomsbury Professional family law content. Covering core content areas such as children’s law and practice, matrimonial property and finance, family proceedings, child care and adoption, children’s evidence, court of protection, child migration, human trafficking, modern slavery, public children law, vulnerable witnesses, tax implications on family breakdown and financial abuse of the elderly this service is the quintessential companion for every family law practitioner.

Family Law Online provides users with depth and breadth of authoritative analysis while the simple and uncluttered interface and ultra-fast search engine mean you can start finding the answers you need from day one.

**Key content coverage includes**
The market leading commentaries Children Law and Practice and Matrimonial Property and Finance as well as the Family Court Reports, Family Law Legislation and the monthly Bloomsbury Family Law Briefing by David Burrows.
Children Law and Practice

“The practitioner’s ‘Bible’ on all aspects of public and private child law” — Sarah Forster, Garden Court Chambers

In every area of legal practice there is a work which is so authoritative, comprehensive and practical that it not only explains the law but shapes it. In children law, that work is *Hershman & McFarlane: Children Law and Practice*.

Written by three of the country’s leading children law practitioners, advised by a board of eminent children law experts, *Hershman & McFarlane: Children Law and Practice* is now firmly established as the leading reference on the subject.

The authors help the user to:

- Obtain an overview of children law
- Familiarise themself with the broad concepts
- Inform themself of case-law and legislation
- Study the detail of many aspects of children law

Used extensively by all sectors of the profession including solicitors, the judiciary, barristers and social services, *Hershman & McFarlane: Children Law and Practice* is relied upon daily. Here’s why:

- It contains authoritative commentary, and detailed and practical advice
- It has an easy-to-use layout
- Flow-charts, checklists and procedural tables take you step-by-step through all the procedures relevant to your application
- It includes comprehensive legislation, including all the relevant statutes and statutory materials
- Updated three times a year it keeps pace with all of the latest changes in this important area of practice.

Family Court Reports

Consulting Editor: The Rt Hon Sir Mathew Thorpe
Advisory Editors: The Hon Mr Justice Mostyn and Deepak Nagpal, Barrister

With access to 34 years of back issues as part of your subscription, the Family Court Reports give you unparalleled currency in the family cases that matter.

The Family Court Reports have long been one of the most well-regarded set of family law case reports. The reporting criteria is such that the careful case selection provides only coverage of the most significant cases for family law professionals.

Used extensively by all sectors of the family law profession the *Family Court Reports* have long been one of the most well-regarded set of family law case reports. Here’s why:

- First to the market on cases reported
- Provide a focused selection of the core family case reports quickly and accurately, bringing you optimum case currency and a consistent clarity of detail
- The reporting criteria is such that the careful case selection provides only coverage of the most significant cases for family law professionals.

With 24 issues per year, the Family Court Reports cover precedent setting cases from the higher courts and cases deciding essential practice points from all levels of court.
Matrimonial Property and Finance

“The leading text in this area” — Lord Wilson

Providing an unrivalled source of advice and expertise, dealing with day-to-day problems, delivering practical solutions, *Duckworth’s Matrimonial Property and Finance* is the most practical and comprehensive authority on matrimonial finance available.

Written by a leading family law barrister it offers detailed coverage of all the major issues in this complex area of law.

Used extensively by all sectors of the profession including solicitors, barristers and the judiciary *Duckworth’s Matrimonial Property and Finance* is relied upon daily. Here’s why:

- **Commentary:** Authoritative, lucid commentary, that provides insight into how the court will act
- **Statutory materials:** Know your sources and keep pace with amendments
- **Precedents:** Express clearly what you want with this bank of over 100 precedents, written in plain English.
- **Financial Tables:** Collated from a wide variety of sources, the financial tables provide you with hands-on information about tax, child support, welfare benefits, house prices and economic indicators
- **Updates:** updated twice times a year it keeps pace with all of the latest changes in this important area of practice.
- **Links to all cases reported in the Family Court Reports**

Family Law Service

Online access to all Bloomsbury Professional’s family law content:

1KBW on Matrimonial Finance Disputes Involving Trusts
1KBW on International Child Abduction
Barlow’s Cohabitants and the Law
Bloomsbury Family Law Briefing—Monthly and available online only
Child Abduction in the EU
Child Protection and the Family Court: What You Need to Know
Children’s Views and Evidence
Duckworth’s Matrimonial Property and Finance
Family Court Reports
Family Law Legislation—available online only
Family Law Advocacy
Family Mediation: Contemporary Issues
Financial Abuse of Older Clients: Law, Practice and Prevention
Financial Remedies Practice
Forced Marriage Law and Practice
Hershman and McFarlane: Children Law and Practice
International Surrogacy Arrangements: Legal Regulation at the International Level
Law and Ethics of Dementia, The
Lawyers Costs and Fees: Fees and Fixed Costs in Family Proceedings
Marital Agreements and Private Autonomy in Comparative Perspective
Mediating International Child Abduction Cases: The Hague Convention
Practitioner’s Guide to Family Proceedings, A
Practitioner’s Guide to the Court of Protection, A
Privilege, Privacy and Confidentiality in Family Proceedings
Public Children Law: Contemporary Issues
Responsible Parents and Parental Responsibility
Transparency in the Family Courts: Publicity and Private Practice
Tax Implications on Family Breakdown
Vulnerable Witnesses within Family and Criminal Proceedings
Youth Court Guide

**New content and updates for 2022 include:**

- 24 issues of Family Court Reports
- 12 issues of Bloomsbury Professional Family Law Briefing—available online only
- 3 issues of Children Law and Practice (Hershman and MacFarlane)
- 2 issues of Matrimonial Property and Finance (Duckworth)
- Updated Family Law Legislation—available online only
- New title—Bloomsbury Professional Law Insight—Cryptocurrency in Matrimonial Finance
- New title—Family Law Arbitration: Practice and Precedents
- New title—Child Migration: International Family and Immigration Law
- New title—Public Children Law: A Case Law Compendium
- New edition—Practical Guide to Family Proceedings, A
- New edition—Tax Implications on Family Breakdown—available online only
Free trial

If you are interested in a free trial to any of our online services please email professionalsales@bloomsbury.com.